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time shepherds, cowherds, and otheis who aie sunilaily em
ployed, adorn the animals which they tend, and worship them
Fishermen in like manner color and worship their nets*
Their duties are performed fasting, on their conclusion each
household holds a private festival In the evening the people
of the town or village assemble outside the gate to see the
cowherds dnve their flocks and cattle in from the fields at full
gallop On their return into the village they illuminate their
houses The next day, which is called Kdlee Choudush, is
dedicated to the worship of Hunooman, and the night is the
favorite time for the practice of magical rites The illumina-
tion is repeated this night also, but is far more brilliant and
general on the succeeding evening, which is called from the
lines of lamps which are then exhibited, ' the Deewalee 'a
On the first day of the month of Karteek, which is also the
first of the yeai, the Hindoos build before the Devs an Unnkoot,
or storehouse of every kind of food It was the practice of old
to worship Indra upon this day, but Shree Krishn, dm ing his
incarnation, caused the mountain King Gowurdhun, to be
substituted for the Soveieign of Paradise,3 and the Hindoos
of the present day therefore erect a model of Gowurdhun
mountain, which they worship, and upon which they place
a flag, a few sprigs of trees, and some flowers The trading
classes open new account books on this day, and worship
them under the name of ' Suruswutee,' with all the sixteen
acts, excepting that of bathing < They sprinkle the first leaf
*•' Therefore they sacrifice unto their net, and burn oncense unto
' their drag, because by them their portion is fat, and their meat
'plenteous.'—Vide HabakTenk, i 16, To which the author of the
Christian Year refers in the following lines —
To our own nets ne'er bow we down,
Lest, on the eternal shore,
The Angels, while our draught they own,
Reject us evermore
8 Deep or Deev, a lamp, and Alee, a line [Divah extends from the
14th of the dark half of Asvin to the 2nd of the bright half of Kartika
The first of Kartika is New Year's day according to the Vikrama Samvat
New account books are opened and worshipped.]
8 The story may be found at length jn the Prem Sagur, chapters 25
to 28, vide translation of that work by Professor Eastwick,—London
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